
GALLBLADDER MERIDIAN 
 
Absence of self-doubt 9707764 
Arrogance 6838169 
Avoiding action 74366551 
Avoiding commitment; especially, in getting your own needs met 83012829 
 
Blaming others 
Boredom when follow-thru on own goals goes awry or goes off track 3917410 
 
Can’t make a personal decision 
Conspiracy theories which mix both truth and falsehood 3786184 
 
Defeated before I begin due to insufficient personal power, therefore, little 
likelihood of winning. 
Defusing conflict & useless polarity 
Don't trust love 63890071 
 
Fault finding in other people 
Fault finding in yourself 
Fearful about the future 
Fearless about the future 
Feeling second-best in comparison to another 
Feeling there has been a great injustice-but gives up 
Feeling wronged 
Futility & resentment in the victim role 
Futility 70791937 
 
Have retreated into themselves, into a state of sad solitude and loneliness  
Healthy concentration 
Healthy persistence 
Healthy responsibility 
Healthy rhythm 
Healthy unselfconscious action, 
History of deeply disappointing relationships 
 
Imagining and exaggerating the opposition of others 



Indecision in personal affairs 9319256 
Internal concentration on a negative focus 3534902 
Intolerance 838360964 
 
Know It All 
 
Lack of healthy personal direction 68770764 
Lack of power issues 9157511 
Lack of rhythmic efforts 
 
Making mountains out of mole hills, especially when obstacles confront personal 
desires 
 
Needs more spontaneity and self-assertion 
Negative outbursts 
Negativity persisting beyond all practical use 
No future for me; I have no future; I see no future for me 
 
Obsessed about the future, global future, future of humanity  
Out-of-control Inner Critic 
Over- concentrating, all your eggs in one conceptual basket 
Over-persistence 
Over-responsibility 
Over-thinking yet unable to discharge 
 
Perpetuating responsibility past its time 
Persisting rhythmically towards positive, balanced goals 70519043 
Pride 9871452 
Projecting responsibility-accountability onto perceived enemies 
 
Relationship-shut-down 
Resentment 512452177 
Resignation 7781108 
Revenge 12100472 
 
Scapegoating 26890132 
Self- esteem in setting and achieving healthy goals 



Self-esteem concentrating energies to make the right decision, at the right, time 
for the right reason.   
Self-esteem in making workable choices-decisions 
Self-pity 60339011 
Socially insulated and isolated 
 
Unconscious self-doubt 
Unresolved forgiveness issues 3073341 
Unsuspecting of hostility from others 72398001 
Unwillingness to examine internal contradictions 3748092 
 
When the time is ripe, taking decisive action 82951550 


